
Traitors  Within  Our
Government  Have  Aided  the
Enemy:  Mosques  Are  the
Barracks of Jihad

Mosques are jihad factories
of Islam yet our government
bowed  to  pressure  from
Muslim  groups  to  remove
“offensive” terms from the
training  material  used  by
agencies  who  are  supposed
to  protect  America  from
terrorists.  Might  be
surprised  that  Republicans
are  also  in  on  the
appeasement of Islam at the
expense of America!

“The minarets are our bayonets, the
domes our helmets, the mosques our
barracks  and  the  faithful  our
army.”
American leaders will keep proclaiming that it is just a “few”
bad players that are doing all of this killing of Christians
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and non-Muslims but that is absolutely NOT true. The facts
speak for themselves: if you read the Koran, listen to the
imams who call for fatwahs against those who insult Islam and
their prophet Muhammad, plus follow the actions of Al Qaeda,
Boko Haram, the Islamic State (ISIL or ISIS), it is obvious
that the IDEOLOGY of Islam  is the root of terrorism. But what
most Americans do not know is that our own government and so-
called  conservative  Republicans  and  liberal  Democrats  have
BOTH aided in the suppression of monitoring mosques due to the
pressure and payoffs by the various Muslim Brotherhood front
groups. We are in grave danger due to the traitorous actions
of individuals such as Grover Norquist, Phil Kiko (appointed
by Trey Gowdy to the Benghazi Select Committee), Bill and
Hillary Clinton (whose top aid Huma Abedin is the daughter of
Muslim Brotherhood royalty), and the list goes on. Under the
threats of “cultural diversity” and  “Islamaphobia” Americans
and  their  institutions  are  being  forced  to  SUBMIT  to  the
ideology of Islam. Just look around in our schools, police
departments,  government  agencies  like  the  FBI,  NSA,  CIA,
colleges, and so on. Time to wake up and realize that world
domination is the ultimate goal of Islam and ALL who submit,
not matter WHAT they say.
“Since 9/11, the number of mosques in America has grown by
75%. The timing of this is no coincidence. Mosques are a
symbol of Islamic supremacism. Islam attacks. Then it plants a
triumphal mosque on the battlefield. And another… Mosques pose
a dual risk to Americans. First there is the nature of what is
preached inside the walls of the mosque. Second is the nature
of the walls themselves.

As to the first point, recent studies show that 80% of mosques
preach jihad (through sermons and/or materials) and that more
than 95% of Muslims attend such mosques…there is evidence that
shows that 80% of mosques in this country receive funds from
Saudi Arabia.  So here we are with at least 1,700 mosques that
promote jihad, the vast majority of Muslims attending such
mosques, and millions upon millions of dollars flowing in from
Saudi  Arabia  building  this  dangerous  empire.  Put  it  all
together  and  one  realizes  that  mosques  serve  as  jihadist
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recruitment and training centers.

Welcome to the intersection of religion and politics. In the
case of Islam, welcome to hell. Because at its core, Islam is
a totalitarian ideology that demands submission. In fact, the
word Islam literally means submission: as in convert, pay the
jizya tax and live as a second-class citizen, or die.”

LINKS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
 

WARNING FROM TOP NATIONAL SECURITY EXPERT FRANK GAFFNEY
JR. about Republican traitors, namely Grover Norquist, 
who aid the Islamic infiltration of America.
This was the 1st warning. Another would come in 2014, which is
included after this article.

Back in 2003, Frank Gaffney sent out a warning in an article
that was described by Discover the Networks founder David
Horowitz  as “The article you are about to read is the most
disturbing that we at frontpagemag.com have ever published..”

SHOCKING EVIDENCE THAT THE MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD HAS
INVADED THE REPUBLICAN PARTY
Another warning from National Security expert Frank Gaffney
Jr. came out in 2014. He was so alarmed by his investigation
that he published a full report which detailed the activities
of American Republican conservatives who are aiding the enemy
Muslim Brotherhood front groups. He described the Trojan Horse
of  Islamic  infiltration  by  INVITATION  from  Republican
operatives  such  as  Grover  Norquist,  the  prominent
neoconservative who required GOP candidates to sign his no tax
pledge. Traitor is a mild word for this man…
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Philip  Kiko,  Lobbyist  for  Muslim  Advocates,  Am-Arab
Anti-Discrimination  Appointed  to  Benghazi  Select
Committee  by TREY GOWDY (who was appointed by Boehner)
“I also discussed the enabling role that has been played on
behalf  of  and  with  Muslim  Brotherhood-tied  Islamists  like
Abdurahman Alamoudi, Sami al-Arian, Nihad Awad and Suhail Khan
in their influence operations targeting the George W. Bush in
the run-up to and during his administration by a prominent
conservative activist, Grover Norquist. As recounted at length
in Agent of Influence: Grover Norquist and the Assault on the
Right, the Brotherhood front called the Islamic Free Market
Institute, founded by Norquist and Alamoudi, and Norquist’s
self-styled  “Center-Right”  Coalition  meetings  in  Washington
and similar groups meeting in state capitals and major cities
across the country have served as vehicles for facilitating
the penetration and subversion of the conservative movement.

In the course of my Park Cities briefing last year, I did not
mention Elibiary by name and he did not make any intervention
or otherwise challenge my briefing. After the meeting ended
and he left, however, I asked the organizer, “Why do you have
a Muslim Brother in this meeting?” Interestingly, he did not
reply  by  saying,  “Who  are  you  talking  about?”  or  “What
evidence do you have that anyone here is a Muslim Brother?”
Instead,  he  simply  said,  “The  Center-Right  Coalition
recommended  him.”   
http://counterjihadreport.com/tag/grover-norquist/

 Boehner stands by Huma Abedin, calls Bachmann’s
accusations ‘dangerous’
“Calling the accusations from conservative Republican members
of  Congress  against  a  top  Muslim  aide  to  Hillary  Rodham
Clinton  “pretty  dangerous,”  House  Speaker  John  A.  Boehner
became the second top GOP elected official to stand by Huma
Abedin, the secretary of State’s longtime adviser.

“From  everything  that  I  know  of  her,  she  has  a  sterling
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character,”  Boehner  said  Thursday.  “Accusations  like  this
being thrown around are pretty dangerous.”

On Wednesday, Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz.), the party’s former
presidential nominee, gave an unexpected defense of Abedin on
the  Senate  floor,  calling  for  an  end  to  the  “ugly”  and
“sinister”  attacks  on  the  daughter  of  immigrants  who
“represents  what  is  best  about  America.”

The Clinton aide has been singled out by conservative Rep.
Michele  Bachmann  (R-Minn.)  and  four  other  rank-and-file
Republicans, who want a federal investigation to determine if
Abedin is using her influence as deputy chief of staff at the
State  Department  to  further  the  goals  of  the  Muslim
Brotherhood.”

Media  Ignores  Grover
Norquist’s Islamist Ties And
Activities
November 28, 2012

MIM: Information on Grover Norquist’s Islamist Activities
from Discover the Networks.As noted below Norquist is married
to a “Palestinian” Muslim which has lead to speculation that
he is a convert to Islam. According to Islamic law Muslim
woman can not marry a non Muslim man. It is also possible

that Norquist was a Muslim before he married.

 Turkish  Prime  Minister  Erdogan  is  Hillary
Clinton’s Minion
Who was the first politician that Obama called on the night of
his victory in 2008? Muslim Erdogan. Keep an eye on him and
the Istanbul Process…
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The  Sexual  Deviant  Bill  Clinton  Started  the  Islamic
Indoctrination of our Schools with the very Muslim who founded
the  Muslim  chaplain  programs  in  our  prison  programs.
Abdurahman Alamoudi is a convicted felon whose ISNA chaplain
program produced the first 2 Muslim chaplains for the U.S.
military since it was halted over 15 years ago.  He is a known
associate  of  the  Muslim  Brotherhood  and  cohort  of
neoconservative  Grover  Norquist.

Abdurahman Alamoudi, arrested and accused of helping Osama bin
Laden  and  Hamas,  helped  develop  “Religious  Expression  in
Public  School,”  introduced  and  incorporated  by  President
Clinton in 1995.

 

WHY OUR CHILDREN ARE READING ISLAMIC PROPAGANDA NOT OBAMA BILL
AND HILLARY CLINTON!!
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Abdurahman Alamoudi, arrested and accused of helping Osama bin
Laden  and  Hamas,  helped  develop  “Religious  Expression  in
Public  School,”  introduced  and  incorporated  by  President
Clinton in 1995.

School  districts  were  pressured  to  incorporate  these
“Presidential  Guidelines”  which  were  originally  drafted  as
“Religion In The Public Schools: A Joint Statement Of Current
Law,” issued by groups including the American Muslim Council,
Americans United for Separation of Church and State, and the
ACLU which holds the copyright. President Clinton presented
his version as “issued by 35 religious groups,” failing to
disclose that these “religious groups” are all described by
the ACLU as committed to separation of church and state.

 Obama  regime  only  pardoned
Alamoudi.

CIA  Chief  John  Brennan  is  a  Muslim
convert
His actions reflect his true beliefs: he is on the side of
Islam.

Obama is The Scapegoat Community Organizer while Clinton’s
treason is out of sight out of mind!!

 

State Dept. "Fixed" Religious
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Freedom in 1998?

Flashback:  1998  State  Department
Meeting  Memo  to  fix  Religious
Freedom in Middle East.
They really fixed it, didn’t they?

While Reading this just remember how they have taken Religious
Freedom away here by silent Encroachments.
The Embassy’s Political Counselor discussed religious freedom
in a December 1998 meeting with a Ministry of Foreign Affairs
official.

     In a December 13 meeting with the Vice Minister of
Interior, the Consul General and human rights officer raised
the issue of religious freedom.

In  February  1999,  the  Secretary  of  State’s  Special
Representative  for  International  Religious  Freedom  Robert
Seiple visited the country and met with the Foreign Minister,
the Chairman of the Majlis Al-Shura (Consultative Council),
the  Minister  of  Islamic  Affairs,  the  Korean  Ambassador,
Philippine  embassy  officials,  and  leaders  of  Christian
denominations. Religious freedom issues were discussed in each
meeting.
http://www.state.gov/www/global/human_rights/irf/irf_rpt/1999/
irf_saudiara99.html

http://www.state.gov/www/global/human_rights/irf/irf_rpt/1999/
irf_saudiara99.html
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IMMIGRATION  IMPENDING
NATIONAL SECURITY THREAT?

How  does  failure  to  enforce  immigration  laws
affect  “National  Security?”  With  immigration
crisis  a   HOT  political  topic  and  the  Hamas-
Israeli situation in Gaza, let’s look at Hamas and
Muslim Brotherhood leader Moussa Abu Marzouk.  Is
Marzook’s Hamas networks still in U.S.?  Are they
connected to at least 35 known Islamaburg jihad
training camps?  Are our open borders become a
“Trojan Horse” as well as health and economic
threat?
There are at least 35 Islamaburgs (Jihad training centers
CONFIRMED) in the United States.
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There are at least 35 Jihad Islamberg Training Camps in U.S.

Muslim terrorists have set up towns and jihad training camps
in the U.S., as far back as 3 decades ago. Yet our government
focuses on “far-right” groups and patriots. In the name of
tolerance, we have allowed our country to be “taken down from
within”
HOLY ISLAMVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_bMgkJya5DQ

MUSLIMS OF AMERICA JIHAD TRAINING CAMPS IN U.S.
http://www.military.com/video/operations-and-strategy/-
domestic-terrorism/terrorist-training-camps-in-the-
us/660940716001/

MUSLIM TRAINING CAMPS IN THE U.S.
http://www.homelandsecurityus.com/special-investigative-repor-
ts/muslim-terrorist-training-camps-in-north-america
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ISLAM’S WORLD DOMINATION PLAN (a must see)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jHrNBEnlKbU

 

Muslim  Terrorists  Crossing
US/Mexican  Border  (OTM’S)
OTHER THAN MEXICAN
Investigative News Report

Mousa Abu Marzook

a.k.a. Dr. Musa Abu-Marzuq; Sa’id Abu-Marzuq; Abu-‘Umar; Mousa
Mohamed Abou Marzook; Musa Abu Marzouk; Musa Abu Marzuk

Mousa  Abu  Marzook  currently  holds  the  title  of  Deputy
Political  Bureau  Chief  of  HAMAS,  operating  out  of  Cairo,
Egypt.

Born in 1951 in Rafah in the Gaza Strip, Marzook went to Cairo
to study engineering and received a degree from Ein Shams
University in 1977. Marzook moved to the United States to
pursue  a  Ph.D.  in  engineering.   After  leaving  the  United
States in 1992, he moved to Jordan where he lived until being
expelled in 1995. While living in Jordan, Marzook is suspected
of  having  played  a  significant  role  in  planning  and
coordinating numerous terrorist attacks within Israel.  On
July 25, 1995 after his expulsion from Jordan, Marzook was
arrested at John F. Kennedy International Airport in New York,
where he was detained by authorities until being returned to
Jordan in 1997.  Following a nationwide crackdown on HAMAS
activities within the country, he was once again deported by
Jordanian authorities in 1999.
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Marzook left a significant legacy in the United States. During
his tenure in the US, he created an extensive network to
support HAMAS’ terrorist activities. In addition to serving on
the  board  of  directors  of  the  Islamic  Association  for
Palestine, which courts have found “desired to help HAMAS
activities succeed” and acted on that desire,  he also founded
a think-tank called the United Association for Studies and
Research  (UASR).   Marzook  also  provided  the  Holy  Land
Foundation (HLF), with $210,000 in initial funding;   and
channeled $250,000 in investment capital to Infocom, a Texas-
computer business run by relatives of Marzook’s wife.

Federal prosecutors say the IAP, UASR and HLF the were created
by  the  Muslim  Brotherhood’s  Palestinian  Committee  in  the
United States “to comprehensively address Hamas’ needs.“[12]

 

The case of Dr. Mousa Mohammad Abu Marzook, a 46-year-old
husband,  father  of  six,  legal  resident  of  the  state  of
Virginia and Hamas party political leader, who has been held
in a seven-by-eight-foot cell in the Metropolitan Correction
Center in New York City since July 25, 1995, but who has yet
to be charged with a crime or even granted a personal hearing
in a U.S. court, may go down in history as an equally colossal
failure of American justice.

A court filing by federal prosecutors  provides detail on the
role of Mr. Marzook as a leader of the United States-based
Muslim Brotherhood and Palestine Committee:   In 1997 Mousa
Abu Marzook was legal resident of Virginia with family.
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THE  DANGERS  OF  DOWNGRADING
“NATIONAL CRIMES” TO “POLICE
WORK”  Appeasement  is  signal
of surrender.
  “….Back in 1993, FBI assistant director James Fox,
who then headed the Bureau’s New York City office,
suspected that the Iraqi intelligence service  Jihaz
Al-Mukhabarat  Al-A’ma  had  orchestrated  the  bombing,
using  Islamist  volunteers  from  other  countries  as
cover.  However, Fox was not permitted to pursue this
line of inquiry.  He later confided to terrorism expert
Laurie  Mylroie  that  Janet  Reno’s  Justice  Department
pressured him to ignore any possible involvement by
foreign governments.   Reno’s people “did not want
state  sponsorship  addressed,”  Fox  explained.  They
simply wanted to arrest and jail the terrorists as
common criminals”,  page 7  from “The Shadow Party” by 
David Horowitz and Richard Poe 
 

June 10, 2014  Marzouk recently  moved from Cairo and
position with Muslim Brotherhood to Gaza with Hamas.

Hamas Second-in-Command Moving From
Egypt to Gaza
Abu Marzouk was born in Gaza’s Rafah refugee camp, but left
the territory in 1968 and spent most of his life in exile. In
the 1990s, he served as the top Hamas leader, but was then
replaced by the current No. 1, Khaled Mashaal.

Abu Marzouk has been based in the Egyptian capital of Cairo



since  top  Hamas  leaders  in  exile  left  their  long-time
headquarters in Syria in 2011, a few months after the start of
the civil war there, and found refuge in different Middle
Eastern capitals.

Islamic  militant  group  Hamas’  No.  2  leader  said  in  an
interview Tuesday that he hopes to move from his base in Egypt
to  his  native  Gaza  Strip  following  the  formation  of  a
Palestinian  unity  government.

Moussa  Abu  Marzouk  also  told  The  Associated  Press  that
reconciliation efforts between his movement and Palestinian
President Mahmoud Abbas would continue despite a new flare-up
of tensions between the long-time rivals.

In Gaza, Hamas forced banks to remain closed for the past week
because  of  a  dispute  with  Abbas  over  salaries  for  its
loyalists. More than 40,000 employees worked for the Hamas
government in Gaza, and it’s not clear if they will retain
their jobs or who will pay them in the meantime.

Abu Marzouk said Qatar promised help and that the head of the
Palestinian unity government, Rami Hamdallah, has been invited
for  talks  to  the  Gulf  state.  “There  should  be  an  urgent
payment to resolve the problem of the salaries,” he said. By
Associated Press | June 10, 2014

Abu Marrzouk stated in article above Qatar had promised help. 
Is there a history of Saudi funding? Most notably, In 1999,
CAIR received $250,000 from a Saudi-based bank headed by the
former Director of the Muslim World League (MWL). Osama bin
Laden identified MWL as a primary source of funds for Al
Qaeda. Federal investigators raided MWL’s U.S. offices. It is
not a far reach to see that CAIR received money from a source
the leader of Al Qaeda recognized as a “primary” source of
funding for AQ. Holy Land Foundation Trial Posted on March 9,
2014

http://www.theepochtimes.com/n3/726051-hamas-second-in-command-moving-from-egypt-to-gaza/
http://www.theepochtimes.com/n3/726051-hamas-second-in-command-moving-from-egypt-to-gaza/
http://counterjihadreport.com/category/holy-land-foundation-trial/
http://counterjihadreport.com/category/holy-land-foundation-trial/
http://counterjihadreport.com/category/holy-land-foundation-trial/
http://counterjihadreport.com/category/holy-land-foundation-trial/


Mousa Abu Marzook

 

Are Hamas and the Muslim Brotherhood
one and the same?

By the outbreak of the First Intifada, the Muslim Brotherhood
in the United States was significant and well organized. In
1987,  the  governing  body  of  the  International  Muslim
Brotherhood decided to focus its mission on the Palestinian
issue, and directed that Palestine Committees be formed in
countries throughout the world. In the United States, the
Palestine Committee was comprised of active Muslim Brotherhood
members of Palestinian origin. The leader of the Palestinian
Committee in the United States at that time was unindicted co-
conspirator Mousa Abu Marzook. Marzook is now – and has been
since  1995  –  a  Specially  Designated  Terrorist  and  Hamas
leader. In fact, in the early 1990s, Marzook left his post as
a leader of the United States-based Muslim Brotherhood and
Palestinian Committee to take over as Hamas’ Political Bureau
Chief,  the  organization’s  highest  official  position.  The
creation and growth of the Palestine Committee in the United
States are evidenced in part by documents that the government
seized  in  2004  from  the  Virginia  home  of  unindicted  co-
conspirator and Palestinian Committee member Ismail Elbarasse.
As shown by those documents and other evidence, the Muslim
Brotherhood directed its Palestinian Committees throughout the
world, including the United States, to carry out the mandate
of assisting Sheik Yassin and his newly-formed Hamas Movement.
In accordance with that mandate, the Palestinian Committee in
the United States, which included the defendants Elashi, Baker
and El-Mezain, oversaw a number of sub- organizations charged
with varying missions calculated to comprehensively address
Hamas’  needs.  These  organizations  included  the  United



Association for Studies and Research (UASR) (“think tank”),
the Islamic Association of Palestine (IAP) (propaganda and
information) and the Occupied Land Fund (OLF) (money), later
to become the defendant HLF. The defendant Shukri Abu Baker
was in charge of the HLF and, along with the defendants El-
Mezain and Elashi, set out to establish what would become the
highest  grossing  Islamic  charity  in  the  United  States.   
Global Muslim Brotherhood Watch

Could  they  be  working  to  achieve  the  same
goal:                        Muslim Brotherhood’s 100
YEAR PLAN

The  25-Point  Project  for  the  100-Year
Plan  of  Global  Islamist  Domination  The
Plan  came  into  the  hands  of  Swiss
authorities from a raid of a luxurious
villa  in  Campione,  Switzerland  on
November 7, 2001. The raid’s target was
Youssef  Nada,  director  of  the  Al-Taqwa
Bank  of  Lugano,  who  has  had  active
association with the Muslim Brotherhood
for more than 50 years and who admitted
to  being  one  of  the  organization’s
international leaders.
The Muslim Brotherhood, regarded as the oldest and one of the
most important Islamist movements in the world, was founded by
Hasan al-Banna in 1928

and dedicated to the credo:  Video
 

http://www.globalmbwatch.com/mousa-abu-marzook/
http://sixthcolumn.blogspot.com/2006/05/25-point-project-for-100-year-plan-of.html
http://sixthcolumn.blogspot.com/2006/05/25-point-project-for-100-year-plan-of.html
http://sixthcolumn.blogspot.com/2006/05/25-point-project-for-100-year-plan-of.html
http://sixthcolumn.blogspot.com/2006/05/25-point-project-for-100-year-plan-of.html
http://sixthcolumn.blogspot.com/2006/05/25-point-project-for-100-year-plan-of.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wRNCYRBBEu8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wRNCYRBBEu8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wRNCYRBBEu8


Terror Suspect Freed by U.S.; Flies
to Jordan
By NEIL MacFARQUHAR
Published: May 6, 1997
Mousa Mohammed Abu Marzook, the political leader of the Hamas
movement, jailed in Manhattan for 22 months on suspicion of
terrorism, was deported yesterday and flown to Jordan aboard a
United States military jet.

 Mousa  Abu  Marzouk  was  a  participant  or  observer  in  the
following  events:   His  release  ended  what  had  become  an
embarrassing case for both the United States and Israel. Both
nations had sought to keep him in jail, but did not come up
with persuasive evidence of his complicity in a series of
violent attacks by Hamas.

FLASHBACK:   Separation  of
Church and State”  That only
applies to the chattel.

Jeremiah  Wright  Publishes
CAIR  Founder’s  Manifesto  by
Hamas  leader  Mousa  Abu
Marzook

2007 “Pastor’s Page” of Jermiah Wright Trinity Church Chicago
article by Mousa Abu Marzook July 10, 2007 DAMASCUS, SYRIA –

http://www.nytimes.com/1997/05/06/world/terror-suspect-freed-by-us-flies-to-jordan.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1997/05/06/world/terror-suspect-freed-by-us-flies-to-jordan.html
http://www.historycommons.org/entity.jsp?entity=mousa_abu_marzouk
http://www.historycommons.org/entity.jsp?entity=mousa_abu_marzouk
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/Mousa%20Abu Marzook July 10, 2007 DAMASCUS, SYRIA –


Obama  to  Illegally  Fund
Hamas-PLO  Terror  State
6/2/2014  Washington  said
Monday it will work with the
Palestinian  Arab  unity
government and maintain aid,
while  “watching  closely”  to
ensure  it  respects  the
principle  of  non-violence,
AFP reports.
BENGHAZI & OBAMA’S WORLD JIHAD
MUSLIM TERRORIST OBAMA IS ARMING, FUNDING AL QAEDA WITH YOUR TAX MONEY

Commie Blasters overwhelming facts

Reports of American born Muslims involved in African Mall with
Boko Haram and now Syria.  What threat to National Security
will that pose upon their return?

Revoking  Citizenship  for
Americans  Who  Fight  With
Syrian  Jihadists  Former  FBI

http://www.frontpagemag.com/2014/dgreenfield/obama-to-illegally-fund-hamas-plo-terror-state/
http://commieblaster.com/obamabenghazihillary/index.html


Director  Robert  Mueller
expressed concern last month
that Americans fighting with
jihadists  abroad,  including
in Syria, will bring back the
training  and  radical  ideas
they picked up and decide to
“undertake an attack upon the
homeland.”

 WAHHABI SECT ISLAM IS UNIQUE TO SAUDI
ARABIA CREATED BY BRITISH INTELLIGENCE
Arabian Peninsula and Saudi Royal Family was nothing until FDR
made the deal using U.S. gold for drilling rights.  Britain
created Saudi Arabia using Ibn Saud and Muhammad ibn Abd al
Wahhab.

Iraq crisis: How Saudi Arabia
helped  Isis  take  over  the
north of the country

http://www.frontpagemag.com/2013/joseph-klein/revoking-citizenship-for-americans-who-fight-with-syrian-jihadists/
http://www.frontpagemag.com/2013/joseph-klein/revoking-citizenship-for-americans-who-fight-with-syrian-jihadists/


A speech by an ex-MI6 boss hints at a
plan going back over a decade. In some
areas, being Shia is akin to being a Jew
in Nazi Germany

Hillary  even  admits  to  soliciting  Al-Qaeda  to  use
their                      “Wahhabi  brand  Islam”

History of Saudi Arabia, Wahhabi brand Islam.

HILLARY: “We created Al-Qaeda”    
Clinton famously drops a bomb at Congressional Hearing on U.S.
involvement with Al-Qaeda, which most Americans had no clue
about…    video here:    

Did Bin Laden, a CIA Operative change”Mujahedin” translated
“Holy Warrior” to  Al-Qaeda translated “The Base”??

FBI REPORT AL-Qaeda translation “The Base”

 

Afghanistan,  the  CIA,  bin
Laden, and the Taliban
Islamic  Groups  Named  in  Hamas  Funding  Case
(Merged)
Federal  prosecutors  have  named  three  prominent  Islamic
organizations  in  America  as  participants  in  an  alleged
criminal conspiracy to support a Palestinian Arab terrorist
group, Hamas.

Prosecutors applied the label of “unindicted co-conspirator”
to  the  Council  on  American-Islamic  Relations,  the  Islamic
Society of North America, and the North American Islamic Trust

http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/comment/iraq-crisis-how-saudi-arabia-helped-isis-take-over-the-north-of-the-country-9602312.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/comment/iraq-crisis-how-saudi-arabia-helped-isis-take-over-the-north-of-the-country-9602312.html
http://www.deliberation.info/britain-wahhabism/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dqn0bm4E9yw
http://topinfopost.com/2013/06/24/how-jimmy-carter-and-i-started-the-mujahideen
http://www.fbi.gov/news/testimony/al-qaeda-international


in connection with a trial planned in Texas next month for
five officials of a defunct charity, the Holy Land Foundation
for  Relief  and  Development.   Organized  and  funded  under
Holyland  Foundation.   Bill  Clinton  signed  Executive  Order
there could be no discrimination. Executive Order 13087 was
signed  by  U.S.  President  Bill  Clinton  on  May  28,  1998,
amending  Executive  Order  11478  to  prohibit  discrimination
based on sexual orientation in the competitive service of the
federal  civilian  workforce.  The  order  also  applies  to
employees of the government of the District of Columbia, and
the United States Postal Service. However, it does not apply
to positions and agencies in the excepted service, such as the
Central Intelligence Agency, National Security Agency, and the
Federal Bureau of Investigation.

New York “The Sun” Report

 

 

 

THE  WAR  ON  TERROR  AND  THE
SPIN ON BENGHAZI
America is headed toward  the third anniversary of  the 9/11
Benghazi attacks and  there is still no accountability in
sight.   Congress approved another $3.3 Million dollars for a
third  oversight  committee.   What  have  the  investigations
accomplished?    Sporadic news frenzies from Fox News to boost

http://www.nysun.com/national/islamic-groups-named-in-hamas-funding-case/55778/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/07/12/unraveling-psyops-benghanzi-spin/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/07/12/unraveling-psyops-benghanzi-spin/


ratings and several emails.    We have various reports but
scarce investigative journalism.

WAS  BENGHAZI  “SPECIAL  MISSION”  in
reality  an  INTERNATIONAL  FAST  &
FURIOUS GUN RUNNING OPERATION?

Mainstream Media has reported that Obama sent arms to the
Syrian Free Army.    In fact, last year Obama, McCain, Corker,
Kerry and others voted to send boots on the ground to Syria.
It was noted those who voted for boots on the ground in Syria
received  huge  kickbacks  from  Industrial  War  Complex.  This
would mean our troops fight along side Al-Qaeda tied rebels.  
This same style “rat-lines,” as they are called, are operating
in Benghazi.  Aaron Klein reported the so-called consulate was
a “rented house”…  Klein makes allegations using ARB report of
Thomas Pickering, retired U.S. ambassador and Chairman of the
Benghazi  Accountability  Review  Board,   during   the  first
investigation concerning the renting of this private residence
since it violated international laws.  Audio

http://kleinonline.wnd.com/2012/09/24/sources-slain-u-s-ambass
ador-recruited-jihadists-egyptian-officials-say-stevens-
worked-with-saudis-against-assad/

Apparently  no  one  will  even  admit  we’re  fighting  a  ‘Holy
War”.   In  fact,  this  war  started  under  the  Carter
Administration by recruiting Osama Bin Laden (aka Tim Osmon)
to  head  the  Mujaheddin,  which  literally  means  ‘Holy
Warrior.”   No matter how many times we hear the words “Allah
Akbar” it’s not a “Holy War” because Bush said so (sarcasm). 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJTv2nFjMBk

Should Americans view The War On Terror as a “Holy War”? 
Muslims sure think that is what THEY are fighting in.  We

http://www.judicialwatch.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/3-31-14-Benghazi-BMG-docs.pdf
http://kleinonline.wnd.com/audio/benghazi-probe-drops-unintentional-bombshell/


should ask ourselves: Is it possible to fight a “Holy War”
with faith only in ourselves?   Despite the fact  that Allah
was another name for the Crescent Moon God, these Muslims
believe enough in their “god” to die for their cause.   By
researching biblical prophecy, one might  ask if it could  be
possible that Obama is “The Lawless One” and the covert ties
could be reviving Turkish-Ottoman Empire.  It is Turkey that
is “North” of Jerusalem, not Russia.   If it’s Russia, then
the War of Gog and Magog is already past being fought through
U.N.  via Russia.  Russia has headed U.N. since it’s founding.

SOURCES:  SLAIN  U.S.  AMBASSADOR  RECRUITED
JIHADISTS. Egyptian officials say Stevens worked
with Saudis against Syrian President Assad

Chris Stevens, the U.S. ambassador murdered in Libya, played a
central role in recruiting jihadists to fight Bashar Assad’s
regime  in  Syria,  according  to  Egyptian  security  officials
speaking  to WND.

Stevens served as a key contact in working with the Saudis to
coordinate the recruitment by Saudi Arabia of Islamic fighters
from North Africa and Libya. Those jihadists were sent to
Syria via Turkey to attack Assad’s forces, said the security
officials.
http://kleinonline.wnd.com/2012/09/24/sources-slain-u-s-ambass
ador-recruited-jihadists-egyptian-officials-say-stevens-
worked-with-saudis-against-assad/

This  is  the  official  Intelligence  briefing  from  oversight
committee.    “Integrity, once you get rid of it the rest, is
easy”.  J.R. Ewing.  There has been at least one article a day
in  the  media  (since  funding  for  new  investigation  was
granted),  spinning  the  tale  by  military  brass  and  Obama
officials, claiming there was no stand down order.

http://www.intelligence.senate.gov/benghazi2014/benghazi.pdf


Within  hours  of  Congress  approving  funding  for  new
hearings,  there  was  more  propaganda  released.  US
officers  say  no  ‘stand-down  order’  for  Benghazi

What happened to memory of first Benghazi
hearing  testimony  of  Gregory  Hicks
confirming “Stand Down” order to Lt. Col.
Gibson and his team of special forces?
http://www.slate.com/blogs/weigel/2013/05/08/benghazi_hearing_
gregory_hicks_says_stand_down_order_is_true.html

Video of Gregory Hicks testimony during
first  Benghazi  hearings  confirming  Lt.
Col  Gibson’s  preparation  for  C-130  and
team of Special Forces.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ajmNFLEserY

There  is  a  war  on  truth  in  U.S.  and  our  minds  using
Psychological Subversion.  That battle has intensified since
the  repeal  of  Smith-Mundt  act  just  weeks  before  Benghazi
attacks.

How many lies and denials so far?  There was the video of the
security team.  

What was the “Special Mission” in Benghazi which was not a
consulate but a rented house?

Benghazi is their “House of Cards” and if all information were
released and justice served, the implication would lead from
the WH to Rothschild global security force G4S. Not just in WH
Administration but in CFR, CIA and International levels.  
Rothschild, which is authorized and regulated in the United
Kingdom 

http://www.stripes.com/news/us-officers-say-no-stand-down-order-for-benghazi-1.292822
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/07/art-brainwashing/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/07/art-brainwashing/
http://www.judicialwatch.org/press-room/press-releases/benghazicontractor/
http://www.reuters.com/article/2008/03/20/idUS71062+20-Mar-2008+RNS20080320
http://www.reuters.com/article/2008/03/20/idUS71062+20-Mar-2008+RNS20080320


Jala, Al-Galaa, Galaa, hospital in Benghazi, Libya
operated by

The AMAZING thing was that Ambassador Stephens taken to the
hospital run by Ansar Al Sharia. . There are various spellings
for the Ansar Al-Sharia “entity” in Benghazi Jala, Al-Galaa,
Galaa,  Gregory  Hicks  quoted  from  video  states:  “Enemy
Controlled” in reference to the only hospital in Benghazi.
http://www.breitbart.com/Big-Peace/2012/09/19/British-Security
-Firm-Stonewalls-Press-Inquiries-on-Benghazi-Mission

 

 

 



Mecca 2020: Is Obama building
the Muslim Caliphate
Who does Obama rely on for making strategic decisions?  Is HE
actually calling the shots, or has there been an elaborate
plan in place for centuries by the “elite” to ferment these
World Wars to bring about the New World Order? Could it be
that the Muslims are also being used to create the atmosphere
where citizens clamor for more protections in exchange for
their Constitutional rights? So much more than meets the eye.
Obama is a Sunni Muslim who was strategically placed in the
White House. If you doubt this, research for yourselves. But
don’t you wonder why he still has not stopped the ISIS Al
Qaeda  jihadists  from  taking  all  the  American  military
equipment that was supplied to the Iraqi government? Why is he
announcing that SPECIAL FORCES, including the exact NUMBER of
them, are going to protect the Iraq Embassy? Since WHEN did we
broadcast the special operations’ missions to the world? How
about  since  Obama  took  office,  fulfilling  HIS  mission  to
destroy America from within.  Research what Albert Pike, a
32nd Degree Freemason wrote in 1871 about the ELITE waging 3
World Wars. When you  read it, then a certain understanding
might come over you as to what this really is:  a HOLY WAR by
Lucifer  to  establish  his  kingdom  by  using  his  Luciferian
minions like Hillary, Obama, Soros, and the UN to fulfill his
plan   Saudi  Royal  Family  are  descendants  of  Hagar  and
Ishmael.  Egypt expanded into Saudi Arabia during Abraham’s
time period.

Can we handle the truth?

https://www.facebook.com/211539975533886/photos/a.702883063066
239.1073741829.211539975533886/704581752896370/?type=3&theater

https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/06/18/mecca-2020-obama-building-muslim-caliphate/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/06/18/mecca-2020-obama-building-muslim-caliphate/


It started BEFORE Obama: 100 year
Plan
When President Bush said we’re at “war with Islamic fascists,”
he was referring to Osama bin Laden and his acolytes in London
trying to blow U.S. airliners out of the Atlantic skies.

But America has its own “Islamic fascists” right here at home.
Once they amass the numbers, they secretly plan to nullify our
Bill of Rights and religious freedoms and create their own
Muslim state ruled by Islamic law. They’ve got a 100-year
plan, but they’re already making inroads

The Beginning of a CALIPHATE:  the Spread of ISIS in 5
Maps
“Central to the notion of ISIS transforming itself into a bona
fide army is its ability to hold and control territory, and as
the maps below point out, that appears to increasingly be the
case. ISIS may in fact be nearing its dream: The creation of a
caliphate governing the land from the Mediterranean to Iran’s
Zagros
mountains.”http://blog.foreignpolicy.com/posts/2014/06/11/the_
beginning_of_a_caliphate_the_spread_of_ISIS_in_five_maps

We knew Obama was forcing our
troops and CIA to train the
Syrian  rebels  in  Jordan…we
just  didn’t  know  they  were

http://archive.frontpagemag.com/readArticle.aspx?ARTID=3085
http://archive.frontpagemag.com/readArticle.aspx?ARTID=3085
http://www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2014/06/11/iraq_war_iii_has_now_begun_mosul_isis_takeover
http://www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2014/06/11/iraq_war_iii_has_now_begun_mosul_isis_takeover


actually  training  the  ISIS
terrorists

Members  of  the  Islamic  State  of
Iraq and the Levant, or ISIS, were
trained in 2012 by U.S. instructors
working at a secret base in Jordan,
according  to  informed  Jordanian
officials.  The  officials  said
dozens of ISIS members were trained
at the time as part of covert aid
to  the  insurgents  targeting  the
regime of Syrian President Bashar
al-Assad in Syria. 

 The officials said the training was not meant to
be used for any future campaign in Iraq.

The Jordanian officials said all ISIS members who
received U.S. training to fight in Syria were
first vetted for any links to extremist groups
like al-Qaeda. In February 2012, WND was first to
report the U.S., Turkey and Jordan were running a
training  base  for  the  Syrian  rebels  in  the
Jordanian town of Safawi in the country’s northern
desert  region.  That  report  has  since  been

http://www.wnd.com/2012/02/mideast-war-in-march/
http://www.wnd.com/2012/02/mideast-war-in-march/


corroborated by numerous other media accounts.

Last March, the German weekly Der Spiegel reported
Americans were training Syrian rebels in Jordan.
Quoting what it said were training participants
and organizers, Der Spiegel reported it was not
clear whether the Americans worked for private
firms or were with the U.S. Army, but the magazine
said some organizers wore uniforms. The training
in Jordan reportedly focused on use of anti-tank
weaponry.
Report Link

Muslim  Brotherhood  in  the
White House: Obama Appointees
Grow and Prosper in America’s
Political Correctness
“Tarek Fatah, a moderate Muslim advocate and Liberal Democrat
Marxist, told an auditorium filled with thousands of Canadians
at Ideacity that “the religion of Islam is being used as a
tool by a fascist force.”

Americans need to know, as Tarek clearly states…

“Instead of bringing victory over the fascist forces of the
Muslim Brotherhood, we now recognize that their infiltration
is right up to the American White House, but we can’t say
that.”

“Today we are fighting another idea of Islamo-fascism that
has shut our mouths and we can’t speak because we’re too
scared that someone may turn around and call us a racist. And

http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/03/10/us-syria-crisis-rebels-usa-idUSBRE9290FI20130310
http://www.barenakedislam.com/2014/06/17/we-knew-obama-was-forcing-our-troops-and-cia-to-train-the-syrian-rebels-in-jordanwe-just-didnt-know-they-were-actually-training-the-isis-terrorists/


mind you, everyday as I speak, a few dozen Muslims would have
been killed by now by these Jihadi’s.”

He says that he has seen his own “fellow travelers betray the
cause of Social Justice and align themselves with the most
horrendous fascists that you could ever meet.” The far-left
has  joined  with  radical  Islamists  and  they  are  working
together.”  Report Link

The  Muslim  Brotherhood
Infiltrates  Obama
Administration
The following is a list of Radical Muslims connected to the
terrorist organization ‘The Muslim Brotherhood’, who are now
part of the Obama administration:

Arif Alikhan – Assistant Secretary for Policy Development
for the U.S. Department of Homeland Security

Mohammed Elibiary – Homeland Security Adviser; appeared at a
conference honoring Ayatollah Khomeini, has made attacks on
prosecution of terrorist fundraisers, has actively promoted
jihadist  ideology  godfather  Sayyid  Qutb,  and  threatened  a
Dallas  Morning  News  journalist  who  repeatedly  exposed  his
extremist views.

Rashad Hussain – Special Envoy to the (OIC)
Organization  of  the  Islamic  Conference  (57  STATES);Hussain
is  “a  hafiz  of  the  Qur’an”–An  individual  earns  this
designation by committing to memory the Qur’an in its entirety
and enjoys high status among Sharia-adherent  Muslims who
regard this feat as proof of a deep devotion to Allah.The
OIC is headquartered in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. It is dedicated
in  its  documents  to  spreading  Islamic   SHARIA  LAW.  Saudi



Arabia is founding nation of Wahhabism.

Salam al-Marayati – Obama Adviser –
founder  Muslim  Public  Affairs  Council   and  its  current
executive director; has said that Israel should be added to
the suspects of 9/11

Imam Mohamed Magid – Obama’s Sharia Czar –
Islamic Society of North America; Magid was born and raised in
Sudan, immigrating to America. He studied with his father, Al-
Haj Majd Haj Mosa, described by one watchdog website as “a
Cairo-trained Muslim Brotherhood scholar” who has served as
the top cleric in the Republic of the Sudan, one of the
most  Sharia-adherent  nations  in  the  world.  In  2012,  ISNA
hosted Dawud Walid who said, “One of the greatest social ills
facing  American  today  is  Islamophobia,  and  anti-Muslim
bigotry.  And  if  you  trace  the  organizations  and  the  main
advocates and activists in Islamophobia in America, you will
see that all those organizations are pro-Israeli occupation
organizations and activists.”
ISNA also provided the Muslim Chaplains to the US military
this  year  after  a  15  year  absence  due  to  the  terrorist
connections and imprisonment of its program coordinator…

Eboo Patel – Advisory Council on Faith-Based
Neighborhood  Partnerships;founder  and  executive  director  of
the  Interfaith  Youth  Core,  a  Chicago-based  international
nonprofit that promotes interfaith cooperation. Patel is also
connected to William Ayers and the Ford Foundation.  Front
Page Mag Link

Salam al-Marayati is a one of the founders
of the Muslim Public Affairs Council (MPAC),
the current president of the organization,
and a current OBAMA “ADVISER”  Investigative
Project on Terrorism pdf.

http://www.frontpagemag.com/2013/dgreenfield/obama-rejects-muslim-brotherhoods-terrorist-designation/
http://www.frontpagemag.com/2013/dgreenfield/obama-rejects-muslim-brotherhoods-terrorist-designation/
http://www.investigativeproject.org/documents/misc/715.pdf
http://www.investigativeproject.org/documents/misc/715.pdf


 Obama Administration
De-linking  all  ties
between terrorism and
Islam.

A  detailed  look  at
‘the  purge’  of  U.S.
counter-terrorism
training  by  the
Obama administration
   One of the first indicators of these
efforts  was  the  cancellation  of  an  anti-
terrorism  conference  scheduled  for  August
10-12,  2011  hosted  by  the  CIA’s  Threat
Management Unit.

Mohamed Majid, aka the Sharia Czar

http://counterjihadreport.com/tag/fbi-document-purge/
http://counterjihadreport.com/tag/fbi-document-purge/


President of the Islamic Society of North America
Accused the Bush administration of waging a “war against
Islam and Muslims”
Says  that  media  references  to  jihad  as  “holy  war”
constitute a “misuse” of that term
Was named to President Obama’s Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) in 2011
Persuaded  DHS  to  erase  from  its  “Countering  Violent
Extremism”  curriculum  any  suggestion  that  Muslim
terrorism  draws  its  inspiration  from  the  laws  and
doctrines of Islam Discover the Networks report.

Senior  DHS  Adviser:  ‘Inevitable
that ‘Caliphate’ Returns’
Only choice is ‘whether we support’
“A controversial senior adviser to the Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) is receiving criticism for tweeting that the
recent takeover of Iraqi cities by a violent terror group is
proof that a Muslim “caliphate” is making an “inevitable”
return.Mohamed Elibiary, a controversial figure and member of
DHS’s  Homeland  Security  Advisory  Council  (HSAC),  discussed
what  he  described  as  the  “inevitable”  return  of  a  Muslim
caliphate Friday on Twitter.”

EBOO  PATEL:   Another  Muslim
community  organizer  with  ties  to
Bill  Ayers  of  the  Weather
Underground…

Has  ties  to  Bill  Ayers,  Bernardine  Dohrn,  Rashid
Khalidi, Mumia Abu-Jamal, and Imam Feisal Abdul Rauf
Was  appointed  to  President  Barack  Obama’s  Advisory
Council on Faith-Based Neighborhood Partnerships in 2009

http://www.discoverthenetworks.org/individualProfile.asp?indid=2562
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Describes the revolutionary communist Van Jones as an
“American patriot,” a “faith hero,” and one of “the true
giants of history”

Born November 9, 1975 in Mumbai, India, Eboo Patel was raised
in Glen Ellyn, Illinois. After earning a bachelor’s degree in
sociology from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,
he taught at an alternative-education program for high-school
dropouts in Chicago and, inspired by Dorothy Day’s Catholic
Worker Movement, established a cooperative living community
for activists and artists in Chicago’s Uptown area.

Patel, a Muslim, went on to earn a doctorate in the sociology
of religion from Oxford University. During his Oxford years,
he ran interfaith youth projects in India, Sri Lanka, and
South Africa. In 2002 Patel and a Jewish friend co-founded,
with the help of a $35,000 grant from the Ford Foundation, the
Chicago-based InterFaith Youth Corps (IFYC) as a forum where
“service” could be used as a “bridge” to unite “young people
from  different  faiths.”  Patel  remains  IFYC’s  executive
director to this day.

In 2005 Patel and several young radicals co-authored the book
Letters from Young Activists: Today’s Rebels Speak Out. Among
Patel’s  co-authors  were  Chesa  Boudin  (the  adopted  son  of
former Weather Underground terrorist Bill Ayers) and Ismail
Khalidi  (the  son  of  Columbia  University  professor  Rashid
Khalidi).  The  book’s  Preface  was  written  by  Ayers’  wife,
Weather  Underground  co-founder  Bernardine  Dohrn.  The  back
cover featured an endorsement from the convicted cop-killer
and former Black Panther Party member Mumia Abu-Jamal. And on
the Acknowledgments page, Patel and his fellow authors thanked
Ayers personally for the “guidance” and “encouragement” he had
provided.

In  2006  Patel  published  Building  the  Interfaith  Youth
Movement: Beyond Dialogue to Action. The book’s Afterword was
written by Imam Feisal Abdul Rauf, famous for having led an
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effort to construct a large mosque near the site of the 9/11
attacks in Manhattan.

Caliphate  Conference  Seeks
Global  Islamic  State  [with
VIDEO]
Hizb  ut-Tahrir  —  which  is  banned  in  many  countries  —  is
virulently opposed to Western capitalism and seeks to extend
the future caliphate to Europe and the United States.

GOP  Traitors  Used  by  Muslims  to
Advance the Jihad in America
http://www.centerforsecuritypolicy.org/2014/02/18/the-islamist
s-and-their-enablers-assault-on-the-right-the-case-against-
grover-norquist-and-suhail-khan/

The  Muslim  Brotherhood
Infiltrates the GOP
FrontPage Magazine investigation

 

‘Mainstream’ Muslim Org. Puts
Out Jihadi Educational Guide
A  training  guide  produced  by  the  Islamic  Circle  of  North
America in Chicago demolishes the group’s pretenses that it’s

http://www.discoverthenetworks.org/individualProfile.asp?indid=2565
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moderate.
Clarion Project

The Flag of Tawheed means UNITY among all Muslims.
Don’t buy into the lies. They are all on the same
side…read the Qur’an and see what it commands them to
do. about infidels.

ISLAM WORLD DOMINATION PLAN
What Islam is Not From Dr. Peter Hammond’s book:
Slavery,  Terrorism  and  Islam:  The  Historical  Roots  and
Contemporary Threat.  Islam is not a religion, nor is it a
cult. In its fullest form, it is a complete, total, 100%
system of life.
Islam has religious, legal, political, economic, social, and
military components. The religious component is a beard for
all of the other components. Islamization begins when there
are  sufficient  Muslims  in  a  country  to  agitate  for  their
religious privileges.
When  politically  correct,  tolerant,  and  culturally  diverse
societies  agree  to  Muslim  demands  for  their  religious  
privileges, some of the other components tend to creep in as
well.   video link

Slavery, Terrorism, and Islam by Dr. Peter Hammond

Pdf Scribd link

MANUFACTURED  MUSLIM  MYTHS:   REVISING
HISTORY IN THE WAY OF “JUSTICE”  THAT IS,
SOCIAL JUSTICE…
“Social  Justice”  by  Sayyid  Qutb  (Muslim  Brotherhood)   is
communist  for  State  Established  Religion  i.e.  Karl  Marx
Communist Blank surrender of Property Rights  by Voluntarily 
surrendering   to the state via taxes for charity. In Islam
under Sharia it’s Zakat   Under Noahide Laws Judiasm there is 

http://www.clarionproject.org/analysis/mainstream-muslim-org-puts-out-jihadi-educational-guide
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6IWYqzc9ZXo
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no word for charity so “Tzedakah” meaning   RIGHTEOUSNESS,
JUSTICE OR FAIRNESS is used

Qu’ran  is  both  religious  book  and  Judicial  Laws  i.e.
Constitution  a.k.a.  Established  Religion.  First  Amendment’s
Establishment  Clause  prohibits  Established  Religions  or
Congress making any laws favoring one law over another.

Under  Islam  there  is  no
separation  of  Church  and
State,  no  Secularism  or
atheism
Ground Zero Mosque You Tube Channel link

The  25-Point  Project  for  the  100-Year
Plan of Global Islamist Domination

https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/08/03/americas-constitution-age-gentiles-really/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Sharia-Law-8-Nissi.jpg
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Also known as “The Muslim Brotherhood ‘Project’
“
Patrick Poole tells us at FrontPage about the
top-secret, 100-year plan of cultural invasion
that was already 20 years old when discovered by

Swiss authorities in November 2001. Why haven’t we heard of it
before now? The Plan came into the hands of Swiss authorities
from a raid of a luxurious villa in Campione, Switzerland on
November 7, 2001. The raid’s target was Youssef Nada, director
of the Al-Taqwa Bank of Lugano, who has had active association
with the Muslim Brotherhood for more than 50 years and who
admitted  to  being  one  of  the  organization’s  international
leaders.

The Muslim Brotherhood, regarded as the oldest and one of the
most important Islamist movements in the world, was founded by
Hasan al-Banna in 1928 and dedicated to the credo:

“Allah is our objective. The Prophet is our leader. Qur’an is
our law. Jihad is our way. Dying in the way of Allah is our
highest hope.”

4 Arabic Words Every Infidel Should Know

In 539 BC, King Belshazzar of Babylon saw a dismembered hand-
written four prophetic words on the wall. This “handwriting on
the wall” was finally interpreted by the prophet Daniel as
predicting the fall of the kingdom. He was right. Babylon fell
to the Medes-Persians that very night.

Like the “handwriting on the wall” that Prophet Daniel had
interpreted, there are four Arabic words, which could lead to
submission of the entire world to Islam, if non-Muslims do not
fully understand their meaning and implications. Those words
are taqiyya, tawriya, kitman and muruna.

Each of these words describes a different style of deception
used by Muslims when discussing Islam or their activities as

http://sixthcolumn.blogspot.com/2006/05/25-point-project-for-100-year-plan-of.html
http://sixthcolumn.blogspot.com/2006/05/25-point-project-for-100-year-plan-of.html
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Muslims. Original story from “Truthside” has been scrubbed.

The  Euphrates  River  in  Biblical
Prophecy…look  at  its  location  and  read
Revelation 9
Euphrates is The Cradle of Civilization.  Now it’s dried up
according to bible prophecy over 2000 years ago.

Holy War is Invisible to the
Faithless

Jesus  asked  this  question,
“when the Son of man cometh,
shall he find faith on the
earth?”  (Lk  18:8).
http://www.thepropheticyears.
com/wordpress/when-jesus-
comes-will-there-be-faith-on-
the-earth-yes-no-and-then-

http://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2013/06/four-arabic-words-every-infidel-must-know-2668904.html
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yes.html

Christians  ‘Crucified  Again’
for refusing Islam
Not covered by the mainstream media is the targeted killing of
Christians in Muslim countries as well as the apostate Muslims
who  are  not  “Sharia”
enough…http://www.humanevents.com/2014/05/06/christians-crucif
ied-again-for-refusing-islam/

The mass exodus of Christians
from the Muslim world
A mass exodus of Christians is currently underway.  Millions
of Christians are being displaced from one end of the Islamic
world to the other.

We are reliving the true history of how the Islamic world,
much  of  which  prior  to  the  Islamic  conquests  was  almost
entirely Christian, came into being.

The  U.S.  Commission  on  International  Religious  Freedom
recently said: “The flight of Christians out of the region is
unprecedented  and  it’s  increasing  year  by  year.”   In  our
lifetime  alone  “Christians  might  disappear  altogether  from
Iraq,  Afghanistan,  and  Egypt
http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2013/05/07/mass-exodus-christia
ns-from-muslim-world/

http://in.christiantoday.com/articles/christians-could-disappear-from-iraq-and-afghanistan/6919.htm


The Coming Islamic Caliphate:
SAUDIS = Wahhabist Empire

“Perhaps  it  is  a  universal  truth
that the loss of liberty at home is
to  be  charged  against  provisions
against danger, real or pretended
from abroad” . James Madison
Letter to Thomas Jefferson 13 May 1798  published in Letters
and Other Writings of James Madison (1865), Vol. II, p. 141

Is New World Order being created in
front  of  our  eyes  using  Hegelian
Dialect?
Hegel’s  method  in  philosophy  consists  of  the  triadic
development  (Entwicklung)  in  each  concept  and  each  thing.
Thus, he hopes, philosophy will not contradict experience, but
will give data of experience to the philosophical, which is
the ultimately true explanation. If, for instance, we wish to
know what liberty is, we take that concept where we first find
it—the unrestrained action of the savage, who does not feel
the need of repressing any thought, feeling, or tendency to
act.  Psychological Warfare with use of confusion of opposing
conflicts and propaganda will result in loss of ability to
resist or defend yourself, country or family.

https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/06/12/coming-islamic-caliphate/
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 “Hegelism”  Another  “ISM”  created  to  bring
Washington  Consensus   down  with  Communism.

The Powers that be in full control  of economy and government
in Britain through debt to money lenders in 1600’s/1700’s.  
During Middle Ages European Kings placed in power by Roman
Catholic church.  Example of this is Charlemagne .  Vatican
became indebted to Illuminati and now they control Vatican and
experts at Cannon Law.

FLASHBACK:  CLINTON ADMINISTRATION
IN 1998 MEMO VOWED TO FIX RELIGIOUS
FREEDOM IN MIDDLE EAST!!
In a December 13 meeting with the Vice Minister of Interior,
the Consul General and human rights officer raised the issue
of religious freedom.

The  Islamic  Caliphate  is  forming
before our eyes! WAHHABISM of Saudi
Arabia is SHARIA LAW ON STEROIDS.
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Wahhabism, means of advancing
goals  of  UK  colonialism  in
Islamic world
The Basis for Wahhabi ideas grew in the shadow of power and
politics. In the internal dimension, there is no doubt that
the  relationship  between  Muhammad  ibn  Abd  al-Wahhab  and
Muhammad ibn Saud, the emir of Al-Diriyah, guaranteed the
survival of Wahhabism.

Saudi Arabia Royal Family are Jewish by lineage of Ishmael!

500,000  flee   as  Wahhabi  militants  in
firm  control  of  Iraq’s  Mosul  Are  we
getting the “Big Picture” here?  British
created Wahhabi is killing off Muslim and
non-Muslim.
Sunday  10/08/2014,  23:50   (Jerusalem  BASHIQA, Iraq (AFP) —
Wahhabi militants were in firm control Wednesday of Iraq’s

http://presstv.com/detail/2013/11/02/332581/wahhabism-means-of-advancing-uk-goals/
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second city Mosul after seizing it and a swathe of other
territory, patrolling its streets and calling for government
employees to return to work.

Half  a  million  flee’  The  International  Organization  for
Migration said Wednesday that around half a million Iraqis had
fled their homes in Mosul following the city’s fall, fearing
increased violence.

The Geneva-based organization said its sources on the ground
estimated the violence leading up to ISIL’s total takeover
“displaced over 500,000 people in and around the city.”

The  violence  in  Mosul  “has  resulted  in  a  high  number  of
casualties among civilians,” the IOM added.

Known for its ruthless tactics and suicide bombers, ISIL is
arguably  the  most  capable  force  fighting  President  Bashar
Assad inside Syria as well as the most powerful militant group
in Iraq.

The takeover of Mosul prompted the United States to voice deep
concern about the “extremely serious” situation and warn that
ISIL poses “a threat to the entire region.”

UN  chief  Ban  Ki-moon’s  spokesman  said  he  was  “gravely
concerned  by  the  serious  deteriorating  of  the  security
situation in Mosul.”

ISIL is led by the shadowy Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi and backed by
thousands of Islamist fighters in Syria and Iraq, many of them
Westerners, and it appears to be surpassing al-Qaeda as the
world’s most dangerous Wahhabi militant group.

Qatar  embraces  Wahhabism  to
strengthen regional influence
12/2011  Qatari  Emir  inaugurates  ‘Imam  Muhammad  Ibn  Abdul
Wahhab’ Mosque in Doha, vows to spread ‘teachings of Islam in

http://www.maannews.net/eng/ViewDetails.aspx?ID=703990
http://www.middle-east-online.com/english/?id=49555


whole world’.

Qatari  Emir  inaugurates
‘Imam  Muhammad  Ibn  Abdul
Wahhab’  Mosque  in  Doha,
vows  to  spread  ‘teachings
of Islam in whole world’.

 

Can the powers that be unite prior Turkish-Ottoman Empire with
Saudi sect of Wahhabi flag of unity “Talaweed”.

 

RESEARCH OR FIFTH COLUMN?
West Point Independent “Combating Terrorism Center at West
Point” funded  Foundations and NGO’s   “Harmony Project” 

With Meca 2020 Project finished will Democrats win the
race  over  Republican  oligarchy  with  their  assigned
“Established Religion” goal?

The HORN of Satan is Najd. Location:   Saudi Arabia.
Who created Wahhabism? British Intelligence.

WAHABBI  sects  “stirred  up”  by  Democrats  during  Carter
Administration are “Culling” among their own. Wahabbi (Saudis)
created by Britain stirred up by Democrats is ONLY way. Al-
Qaeda is Saudi base for genocide of other muslim sects. Tell a
lie big enough, often enough eventually they will believe it.

http://www.middle-east-online.com/english/?id=49555
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Allah/Sin (Crescent Moon god was Satan himself. Wahabbi is
“Allah’s “Old Time Religion”

Scholar from al-Azhar: Wahhabism is a Satanic Faith, the Horn
of the Devil that Muhammad Predicted

 

Scholar from al-Azhar: Wahhabism is a Satanic Faith, the Horn
of the Devil that Muhammad Predicted
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ufxTUFapy1w

 

Wahhabism  as  a  Tool  of  Colonialism.  
Could  the  biblical  prophecy  “The  First
shall  be  last  and  the  Last  shall  be

https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Islamic-Scholar-Wahhabi-Horn-of-Satan.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ufxTUFapy1w


first”  apply  with  seed  of  Issac  and
Ishmael?   Saudi  Royal  Family  Britain’s
deal  was  struck  with  are  direct
descendants of Ishmael. 
If Al Saud’s initial success could be owed to the spirit of
violence, killing Muslims and plundering their assets, its
subsequent  achievement  would  undoubtedly  be  thanks  to  the
British  government’s  economic,  political  and  military  aid.
This is so that any analysis of the issue would be futile
without considering the UK’s role.  Although Al Saud used the
slogan of monotheism to justify its performance until the fall
of the second Saudi and Wahhabi period, in the beginning of
the third era Wahhabism itself turned into means of advancing
Britain’s  goals  in  the  Islamic
world.”http://hwaairfan.wordpress.com/2013/11/02/wahhabism-as-
a-tool-of-colonialism/

Saudi Wahhabi Leaders See Turkish Threat
over Caliphate
Wahhabi clerics are easily provoked upon hearing that other
Muslims  may  entertain  the  idea  of  restoring  the  Muslim
caliphate.  They  strongly  believe  that  Muslims  other  than
themselves are godless and unqualified to claim the honor of
reviving the caliphate, a multi-ethnic transnational empire
with  Sharia  and  the  bonds  of  faith  as  the  basis  of
government.http://www.newageislam.com/islam-and-politics/madaw
i-al-rasheed/saudi-wahhabi-leaders-see-turkish-threat-over-
caliphate/d/76797

How Obama engineered the radicalization of the
Middle  East,  setting  the  stage  for  Islamic
Caliphate
“For I have traveled 3 continents before coming to the region



where  it  was  first  revealed.  “That  experience  guides  my
convictions”.  Barack  Obama.
https://www.facebook.com/211539975533886/photos/pb.21153997553
3886.-2207520000.1402616880./649416245079588/?type=3&theater

HILLARY CLINTON and the Istanbul Process

Will “Istanbul Process” replace “Washington Consensus”???

Caliphate, Erdogen, Istanbul, Silk Road, and Marmaray project
all banned words, topis in U.S. media talking points. STUDY IT
OUT!!

This is the Babylon they are creating to control all commerce
out of Istanbul.  Hillary’s “Istanbul Process”  will replace
Washington Consensus as no established religion can co-exist
under U.S. Constitution.  With Erdogen recent presidential win
Syria is saying next step is Sultan.  Will EU allow Turkey
membership?

Was TURKEY a play during BENGHAZI?
Erdogan was the first person that Obama called after winning
the election in 2008

 

Benghazi: The Set-Up and the
Cover-Up
By 20 Year CIA agent Clare M. Lopez  The multilateral U.S.-
Libya-Turkey agreement to get weapons into the hands of Syrian
rebels – which were known to be dominated by Al-Qaeda and
Muslim Brotherhood elements — by working with and through Al-
Qaeda-linked jihadist figures like Belhadj, seemed confirmed
by  the  appearance  of  a  Libyan-flagged  vessel,  Al-Entisar,
which docked at the Turkish port of Iskanderun on September 6,
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2012. Report

Suspected of carrying weapons bound for the Syrian rebels, the
ship’s cargo reportedly included Russian-designed, shoulder-
launched missiles known as MANPADS, RPGs and surface-to-air
missiles—all of them just the sort of weapons available in
Libya.

 

8/10/2014 Turkish PM Erdogan wins presidential election and
immediately meets with Saudi Arabia King  Abdullah meets Saudi king
in Riyadh  Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan arrived
in Saudi Arabia on various bi-lateral issues., Anatolia News
Agency reported.

Hillary calls Islam a “Great
Religion”
Following the deaths of 4 Americans in Benghazi and despite
knowing the truth about who was involved, Hillary gets up
sells  a  lie  to  the
world.http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DUdXN-Wb2sY

Wahhabism…from  “Surrendering
Islam”
“These Masonic leaders seemed, then, to have embarked on a
plan to subvert Islam from within, and to distort the Islamic
world and render it predisposed to a confrontation with the
West. Key to this strategy was the creation of the Salafi
movement,  which  was  an  outgrowth  of  the  emergence  of  the
Egyptian Freemasonry of Cagliostro, which today is closely
aligned to the Wahhabis of Saudi Arabia.

http://lopez.pundicity.com/12486/benghazi-cover-up
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/This%20would be funny if it were not
http://www.kurdpress.ir/En/NSite/FullStory/News/?Id=1278#Title=%0A%09%09%09%09%09%09%09%09Turkey%20Erdogan%20meets%20Saudi%20king%20in%20Riyadh%0A%09%09%09%09%09%09%09
http://www.kurdpress.ir/En/NSite/FullStory/News/?Id=1278#Title=%0A%09%09%09%09%09%09%09%09Turkey%20Erdogan%20meets%20Saudi%20king%20in%20Riyadh%0A%09%09%09%09%09%09%09
http://www.kurdpress.ir/En/NSite/FullStory/News/?Id=1278#Title=%0A%09%09%09%09%09%09%09%09Turkey%20Erdogan%20meets%20Saudi%20king%20in%20Riyadh%0A%09%09%09%09%09%09%09


According to their devious strategy of “divide and conquer”,
the British deliberately created the Wahhabi movement in order
to upset the Ottoman Empire. At the height of its power,
between the sixteenth and seventh century, the Ottoman Empire
spanned  three  continents,  controlling  much  of  Southeastern
Europe, the Middle East and North Africa. It stretched from
the Strait of Gibraltar in the west to the Caspian Sea and
Persian  Gulf  in  the  east,  and  from  the  edge  of  Austria,
Hungary and parts of Ukraine in the north to Sudan, Eritrea,
Somalia and Yemen in the south.

However,  at  the  same  time,  the  British  were  beginning  to
encroach upon former Muslim territories, in particular, making
significant inroads into India. Nevertheless, they continued
to have designs on the various parts of the Ottoman Empire,
and worked to aid in its collapse by fomenting rebellion from
within.The brunt of their strategy was focused on the creation
of  the  Wahhabi  sect  of  Saudi
Arabia.”http://surrenderingislam.com/surrendering-islam/wahhab
ism

Queen Elizabeth II listening to a recitation of
the Quran
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DEk0Dtg8pHQ

Why would the Wahhabi Saudi Arabia
kingdom destroy the sacred sites of
the Prophet Mohammed’s family?
Research  what  the  Wahhabis  believe  regarding   Allah
http://jafrianews.com/2014/02/23/saudi-wahabi-monarchy-destroy
ing-islams-sacred-sites-holy-prophets-birth-place/

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DEk0Dtg8pHQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DEk0Dtg8pHQ


Wahhabi and Islam invasion of
America

The Wahhabi Invasion of America
The invasion of America is taking place right under our noses,
with  the  help  of  the  Elite  Oligarchy  (including  Bushes,
Clinton,  and  especially  Obama  administrations)  the  Saudia
Arabia regime which created the Wahhabi Islam sect, is laying
the groundwork for the 5th column in America. Wahhabi, Haqqani
Network,  Boko  Harum,  Mujahadeen,  Al  Qaeda,  Taliban,
etc…http://www.citizenwarrior.com/2007/11/wahhabi-invasion-of-
america.html

House of Saud  documentary
The history of its creation and the cooperation of America &
Britian is important to understand the motives and the power
that Saudia Arabia wields in the Muslim states. It affects all
of us…https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LRVWuMFoc4Y

Globalists Create Wahhabi Terrorism To Destroy Islam

“Following  the  dictates  of  Hegelian  dialectic,  the  Globalists  have  created  two
antagonizing forces, the “Liberal-Democratic” West, against Terrorism, or “political

Islam”,  to  force  us  into  the  acceptance  of  their  final  alternative,  a  New  World

Order. The West and Islam have had a long era of compatibility, but this history has been
denied to foster the myth of a “Clash of Civilizations”. In order to inflame the

sentiments of the West against Islam, our attention has been focused on the specter of

fanatical  Wahhabism,  and  more  specifically,  its  most  notorious  exponent,  Osama  bin

Laden.”http://rense.com/general56/globalistscreatwahhabi.htm

https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/06/09/wahhabi-islam-invasion-america/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/06/09/wahhabi-islam-invasion-america/
http://www.citizenwarrior.com/2007/11/wahhabi-invasion-of-america.html


House  of  Saud:  British-
programmed killer of Muslims
“The sedition by the Wahhabi minority regime ruling what is
known as Saudi Arabia – a country created by the British for
the Aal-e Saud tribe of the Najd – has split Muslim ranks and
unleashed terrorism in the region.

Analysts point out that this is all part of the plot to
tarnish the image of Islam and Muslims, since the Saudis are
actually  agents  of  the  Americans,  the  British,  and  the
Zionists. They have created terrorist outfits in Pakistan,
Afghanistan, Egypt, Tunisia, Yemen, Iraq, Libya, and Palestine
to undermine peace and stability in the interests of the West.
Groups like al-Qa’eda, Taleban, Salafists, Sepah-e Sahaba, and
Laskhar-e Jhangavi, etc, are all on the payroll of Riyadh. The
catastrophic situation in Syria, where terrorists from various
parts are killing people and destroying the country with the
money provided by Saudi Arabia and the arms supplied by Israel
and the West, are further proofs in this regard. In such a
situation, it is crucial for policymakers of regional and
world countries as well as citizens to face the ugly truth
about the crucial actor in this program of planned chaos and
mayhem in the region. It is Saudi Arabia, as a kept subsidiary
of  the  British  monarchy,  which  is  spending  billions  and
trillions of dollars internationally, in furtherance of its
agenda  of  sectarian  warfare  and  terrorism.  The  hate
propaganda, the weapons, the bombs are bought and paid for by
Saudi front groups and that nation’s own emissaries. As Lyndon
LaRouche has emphasized, the Saudi monarchy has got to be held
accountable.  Recently,  Indian-origina  journalist  Ramtanu
Maitra has written a thought-provoking analysis that provides
a  solid  profile,  with  some  shocking  particulars,  of  the
British-Saudi terror operations of the last decades. Please
stay  with  us  for



excerpts.”http://english.irib.ir/index.php/programs/political/
item/100946-house-of-saud-british-programmed-killer-of-
muslims-1

 

UPDATE Trading deserters for
detainees?  The  "official
story" and the truth are not
congruent...

UPDATE:   AP  Cpl.  Wassef  Ali
Hassoun, 34, turned himself in and
was  being  flown  Sunday  from  an
undisclosed location in the Middle
East to Norfolk, Va. He is to be
moved  Monday  to  Camp  Lejeune  in
North  Carolina,  according  to  a
spokesman,  Capt.  Eric  Flanagan.
http://news.yahoo.com/marine-disapp
eared-iraq-2004-back-

https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/06/06/trading-deserters-detainees-official-story-truth-congruent/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/06/06/trading-deserters-detainees-official-story-truth-congruent/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/06/06/trading-deserters-detainees-official-story-truth-congruent/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/06/06/trading-deserters-detainees-official-story-truth-congruent/
http://news.yahoo.com/marine-disappeared-iraq-2004-back-us-200407495--politics.html
http://news.yahoo.com/marine-disappeared-iraq-2004-back-us-200407495--politics.html
http://news.yahoo.com/marine-disappeared-iraq-2004-back-us-200407495--politics.html


us-200407495–politics.html
 

Despite his fifteen minutes of fame on Al-Jazeera and his
“good-guy  Muslim”  appearance  as  propaganda  fodder  for  the
American media, Marine Cpl. Wassef Ali Hassoun was revealed to
be  nothing more than a common military deserter – although a
flamboyant one – still a lying, traitorous deserter.
The  corporal’s  hearing  on  the  Iraq  desertion  charge  was
delayed until Jan. 13 to allow Hassoun to hire a civilian
lawyer  to  assist  his  military  attorneys.  After  taking  a
holiday leave, Hassoun was required to return to Camp Lejeune
by noon Tuesday, but did not report for duty.

Hassoun’s  command  -the  4th  Marine  Expeditionary  Brigade  –
officially declared him a deserter and issued authorization
for civil authorities to apprehend Hassoun and return him to
military  control.  Today  it  was  revealed  that  Marine  Cpl.
Wassef Ali Hassoun, using techniques learned from watching old
MacGiver reruns, has successfully escaped the U.S. and is
believed to be hanging out with his old Muslim pals once again
in Lebanon.

ha-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha, Allah be praised!!!

I was his team leader, the truth? yes, he was seditious, a
malingerer, and a coward…a traitor? that may be stretching it;
nevertheless, he will live his remaining days without honor.
There are so many details regarding this case that have been
left unknown to the public…not because they were necessarily
classified, but because NCIS dropped the ball. I’ll give you
one piece…the day before he “disappeared”…Hassoun cashed a max
allowance of $500 dollars at base disbursing. In case you
don’t understand the significance of that, nobody ever max
cashed a check because there was nothing to spend your money
on, you didn’t need to have that kind of cash on you…and we
were scheduled to go back to Mahmudiyah within that week. Once

http://news.yahoo.com/marine-disappeared-iraq-2004-back-us-200407495--politics.html


at Mahmudiyah, his chances of jumping the wall would have
diminished  greatly.  Just
saying.http://psychedelictourist.blogspot.com/2005/02/strange-
case-of-marine-cpl-wassef-ali_20.html

‘The Deserter': Story of U.S
Marine  Who  Faked  Kidnapping
to Become Hollywood TV Movie
“United States Marine Corps Corporal Wassef Ali Hassoun hit
headlines  in  2004  when  he  was  charged  with  desertion  for
leaving  his  unit,  after  allegedly  working  with  others  to
construe a hoax to make it appear as though he had been
kidnapped by terrorists on June 20, 2004 while serving in Camp
Fallujah, Iraq.

A few days after Hassoun’s disappearance, a photo of him,
blindfolded  and  with  a  sword  brandished  behind  his  head,
appeared on the Arabic news network Al-Jazeera, along with a
message that he was being held captive and on the verge of
being  decapitated  by  a  group  called  the  National  Islamic
Resistance unless detainees in “U.S.-led occupation prisons”
were released.

However, the following month the Marine emerged unscathed at
the U.S. Embassy in Beirut, Lebanon, prompting a five-month
military investigation into his “disappearance” which resulted
in  criminal  charges  for  of  desertion,  loss  of  government
property,  and  theft  of  a  military  firearm.  At  the  time,
Hassoun emphatically denied that he deserted his post.

Hassoun was again charged with desertion in 2005 after failing
to  return  to  his  base  in  North  Carolina  after  authorized
leave.Now Hassoun’s tale is headed for Hollywood.Los Angeles-
based  image  consultant  Michael  Sands,  who  served  as  a

http://www.foxnews.com/topics/politics/marine-corps.htm#r_src=ramp
http://www.foxnews.com/topics/politics/iraq/fallujah.htm#r_src=ramp
http://www.foxnews.com/topics/politics/supplemental-spending.htm#r_src=ramp
http://www.foxnews.com/topics/entertainment/movies/hollywood.htm#r_src=ramp


representative for Hassoun’s family in 2005 while also working
as media liaison for the Pentagon and Marine Corps Public
Affairs,  has  written  the  television  movie  script  “The
Deserter” with retired FBI agent and author, Bob Hamer.

“Hollywood is not seeing a realistic picture of heroic marines
and military in most films, so the time has come to tell the
story of these people and the sacrifices they make,” Sands
told FOX411’s Pop Tarts. “Wassef wanted to leave the military
but he didn’t do it in an appropriate, truthful way. I think
this is an important story to be told.”

In 2005, Sands negotiated book and movie deals on Hassoun’s
behalf in an effort to clear his name, however those deals
fell through.

Attempts to reach Hassoun were unsuccessful, and his brother
Muhammad did not respond for comment.

It is believed Hassoun resides in Lebanon, returning to his
birth country amid the criminal charges were filed against
him, and he has yet to appear in a military court and face
these charges. Hassoun’s file remains open, however in keeping
with  but  in  keeping  with  Corps  policy  for  deserters,  the
military would only attempt to pick him up and return him to
base if competent civilian authorities were to arrest him.

“Perhaps over time the family may want to clear their name and
will continue to offer more information,” said the film’s
theatrical agent, Jeff Fisher. “The Hassoun family gives a
little information as they go, but if they can get Wassef to
come forward – that’s gold. We hope the family will want their
story told and maybe then Wassef will come out of hiding.”

And unlike a lot of what is churned out of Hollywood, co-
writer Hamer said it will be absolute priority that military
life is portrayed as realistically as possible.

“I understand the military judicial system. I understand the

http://www.foxnews.com/topics/politics/the-pentagon.htm#r_src=ramp
http://www.foxnews.com/topics/politics/federal-bureau-of-investigation.htm#r_src=ramp
http://www.foxnews.com/topics/football/tennessee-titans/jeff-fisher.htm#r_src=ramp


reports. I understand the lingo, I understand the brotherhood.
I can give a realistic vision. Most importantly, I was also a
Marine, and the truth is the audience wants to see heroes. I
don’t think we see enough real heroes,” Hamer said. “I think
(most Americans will be shocked to see) the rollercoaster ride
of a Marine who is initially thought to have been a deserter,
then a hero, then a deserter.”  In addition, Sands and Hamer
intend  to  spin  the  made-for-television  movie  off  into  a
television  series.”
http://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/2011/02/11/deserter-story
-marine-faked-kidnapping-hollywood-tv-movie/

What  Happened  to  Marine
Deserter Wassef Ali Hassoun?
“Ten years ago this month, U.S. Marine Wassef Ali Hassoun
disappeared from Camp Fallujah in Iraq. After a five-month
military  investigation,  he  was  charged  with  desertion  and
theft, brought back to Virginia’s Quantico Marine base and
then transferred to North Carolina’s Camp Lejeune for trial.

Yet, a full decade later, Hassoun is as free as a bird.

The accused deserter’s whereabouts are unknown. No trial ever
began. No punishment ensued. And our leaders in Washington
don’t  seem  to  be  doing  a  thing  about  this.”  
http://www.libertynews.com/2014/06/what-happened-to-marine-des
erter-wassef-ali-hassoun/

What  is  a  Kaafir?   Ask  Bowe
Bergdahl
(iv) The kaafir when he becomes a Muslim, because of the
report  narrated  by  Abu  Dawood  (356)  which  says  that  the
Prophet (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him) commanded



a kaafir man who had become Muslim, “Shave off the hair of
kufr and get circumcised.” (Classed as hasan by al-Albaani in
Saheeh Abi Dawood; see also al-Mughni, 1/276; Sharh al-‘Umdah
by Shaykh al-Islam, 1/350)   http://islamqa.info/en/14051

 

SLEEPERS Emerge

Father  of  American
Soldier  Freed  From  Taliban
Deletes  a  Very  Disturbing
Tweet
In addition to this, he also tweeted without deletion about
the “cult of Democracy”

http://soopermexican.com/2014/06/01/father-of-american-soldier
-freed-from-taliban-deletes-a-very-disturbing-tweet/

https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/06/01/sleepers-emerge/

